
 

 
 

Reference: Wave On Wave (http://www.waveonwaveproject.eu/) is a European project 
focused on water sports 

 

 

Questionnaire n. 4 - School Principals 

 

 
Purpose: School sport as part of school physical education has a vital role in the education 
of young people. Targeted to schools, the questionnaire aims to focus the points of 
strength and weakness in choosing a water educational project. 
 

 
 
 

1. How many students, divided by age groups and gender, are enrolled in your 
schools? 
7-12 years old  M  F 
13-16 years old M  F 

 

2. How many students are enrolled in Primary and Secondary schools? 
Primary  M  F 
Secondary  M  F 

 
3. How many school hours students do per week? 

Primary  hours 
Secondary  hours 

 
4. How many hours of physical education or sport students do per week? 

Primary  hours 
Secondary  hours 

 
5. Have you ever carried out project related to water sport in your schools? 

If this is the case, did this project involved activities to be implemented on water 
surfaces? 
Rarely 
Frequently 
No, because: … 
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Reference: Wave On Wave (http://www.waveonwaveproject.eu/) is a European project 
focused on water sports 

 

 

 
6. Based on your experience, please specify the relevance of the following factors in 

approving a sport educational project related to water 

 Not 
relevant 

To be 
considered, 

but not 
crucial 

Crucial 

Cost of equipment for the school    

Availability of internal technical expertise    

Insurance and enrollment costs    

State and conditions of the equipment (i.e. boats)    

Skills and experiences of the (external) coach    

Seasonality (temperature, weather and water 
conditions, etc.) 

   

Costs of activity per participant    

School regulatory constraints    

Other factors: 
… 
 

   

 
7.  Which educational and training added values do you consider are the most  

remarkable among those related to water sports practices? 
 

 Not 
relevant 

To be 
considered, 

but not 
crucial 

Crucial 

Sports and motorial activities    

Knowledge of navigation techniques    

Risk management and risk evaluation in marine 
contest 

   

Technical and scientific values    

Historical and humanistic values    

Environmental awarness    

Team work end team building    

Manual skills    

Problemsolving skills    

Other: 
… 
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